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ABSTRACT 

Faults in sedimentary basins are integral components to the subsurface plumbing. They can act 

as lateral barriers to flow, or as conduits facilitating fluid flow. This can be a blessing since 

permeable fracture networks enable the efficient extraction of hydrocarbons. However, faults 

can also focus deformation due to changes in fluid pressure, causing out-of-zone fluid flow, 

overburden leakage and/or induced seismicity. Such unwanted events usually have a negative 

impact on project economics, societal well-being, and the environment.  

Our comprehension of faults leakage in the subsurface can be improved. There are a variety of 

reasons underlying this, including scale of observation, wide ranges of uncertainty of associated 

parameters, and lack of documentation of perceived ‘failures’. A published case study from 

Malaysia [Abd Rahim et al., 2019; Brem et al., 2019, and Chan et al., 2019] may be a step in the 

right direction in enhancing our collective knowledge of fault leakage and associated fault 

strength. 

During drilling of several extended-reach deep-water wells in a densely-faulted clastic field 

offshore Malaysia, multiple dynamic losses events were encountered and – most importantly – 

carefully documented. Integrating these observations with 3D-seismic interpretations, showed 

that most of the mud loss events could be attributed to the presence of seismically mapped 

faults. Merging real-time drilling data with well logs and the geomechanical concept of 

‘Hydraulically Conductive Faults’ [Barton et al., 1995], enabled a workflow for evaluating the 

fault mechanical properties at the wellbore to be established. This improved calculations of the 

threshold fluid pressure at which any given seismic fault in the field would be hydraulically 

conductive.  

For the case study, successful implementation of the workflow refined the drilling strategy, 

therewith reducing NPT and well costs. Furthermore, it enhanced reservoir management, 

reducing environmental exposure and safeguarding long-term hydrocarbon production. 

Looking beyond the case study, the integrated concept could impact development schemes in 

other faulted subsurface settings that include waterflood, tertiary recovery, carbon 

sequestration, or geothermal opportunities. Perhaps it would not be a failure to have a leaking 

fault or system, as long as we take the learnings from it. 
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Having recently relocated to Ottawa, Arjan is starting a new chapter in 
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